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2 6 The Uniqueness of the Solution of (EDP)
In this section we shall impose an additional condition at infinity on the solution u(x) of (EDP) called the radiation condition, i.e. Then we get the uniqueness theorem of (EDP).
Lemma I. Let f(x) = 0 in (EDP), then any solution which satisfies the radiation condition (2.1) vanishes identically in Q.
Proof. We shall verify this lemma by the same method as Werner has employed in [10] (Satz 1, Corollar 1 zu Satz 1 and Corollar 2 zu Satz 1). Any solution u(x) of (EDP) posseses the normal derivative on d&, because the first derivatives of u(x) are continuous in $ (see [6] ).
Therefore we can apply Green's formula to u(x) in @ R -=B(R)r\@ where B(R) denotes the ball of radius R about the origin which contains d@.
We choose R so large that each b n (%} vanishes Taking the imaginary part of (2.4), we have
x=-( \u\

Mr)
Thus we get
ii) The case a^O and iii) The case a = Q and /9^>0. For a=0 = Q, from (2.1)
For a=Q and /5>0 3 we get iyc= -/5<0, and the representation
In both cases from (2.5) and from (2.7), we get (2.8)
S(r) Or
Combining (2.2) and (2.8), and then taking the real part, we have Hence we have for n = I, 2, 3 3
i^--b n u=^0 for all x£G. dx n Therefore from (2.1), 1*00 = 0 for all xeB(R) c .
Thus by the unique continuation theorem we have 1*00 = 0 for all x€&.
Now the proof of our lemma is complete.
From Lemma 1 immediately follows the Theorem 1, If a solution of (EDP) which satisfies the radiation condition (2.1) exists, the solution is unique.
The Integral Equation Connected with (EDP)
In this section we shall show the existence of solutions of the inte- ii) Let /c6C + . Then iii) G(-3 y, K) satisfies the radiation condition. We define the following operator: where the constant C satisfies the same condition as C in (3.2). We put
As G(A; 3 j. A:) is the Green function of -J -/c 2 , if f(y) satisfies suitable conditions, then we obtain
Here we shall consider the following integral equation
To the integral kernel K(x, j, A;) which is defined by (3.4), we may apply the theory of Fredholm (see [[4] ), so that we may solve equation (3.7) for /ceC + .
Lemma 2. // g(x}^C Q (^^ then equation (3.7)
has a unique solution.
Proof. As K(x,y, A;) and g(x) vanish identically in B(R)
C for sufficiently large R, the integration domain is essentially a bounded domain
B(K).
Therefore we can use the theory of Fredholm for continuous functions defined on B(R).
Let us introduce the homogeneous equation
If we show that the solution of (3.8) vanishes identically, then we can assert the lemma according to the Fredholm theory. Now we assume that the solution of (3.8) exists. Then since K(x, y, fc) = Q for x^B(R) c , the
By theorem 2 we get and N(/c) are analytic functions of K G C + .
The properties of R(x, j, ft) are summarized as follows.
Lemma 3. i) R(x, y, ic) is a continuous function of (x, y, /c) in
Q y xC^ unless x = y and an analytic function of ic in
where the constant C satisfies the same condition as C in (3.2).
iii) R(x, y, ic) satisfies the following resolvent equation'. 
8 The Green Function for Lk and Existence of Solutions for (EDP)
In this section we shall define the Green function for L K for (EDP)
by use of G(x, y, K) and R(x, y, A;), and construct solutions of (EDP).
In what follows we shall state estimates for some integral kernels as Here we shall define the following function which plays the role of the Green function for L K as desired:
, ii) of lemma 3 and lemma 4 H(x, y, A:) is well-defined for (x, y) e fi x a and ic 6 C + . We put
where R is sufficiently large. Then we get
We shall exhibit the properties of H(x, y, K) as follows. Therefore we get
Thus L K H(x, j, /c) = 0 follows from (3.10). Hence jff(«, y, /c) satisfies the radiation condition. 
Proof of ii). The assertion is immediate from the definition of H(x,
y
Proof of vii
Proof of viii). From the already established i) we have (4.8) H(z, y, -ic)L K H(z, x, K)-H(z, x, /c)L^H(z, y, -£) = 0,
where L K and L_« operate on the variable z. We integrate (4.8) with respect to z and apply Green's formula by virtue of the already established result v). The domain of integration is at first the intersection of Q and a large ball B(r) containing d@ excluding small balls of radius e about x and y where x> y£@. Thus we have 
dH(z,y,-it)
and by use of the already established result iv)
Hence we have ^T(^;, j, fc) = H(y, x, -K).
Thus the proof of our lemma is complete.
H(x, j, /c) defined in (4.4) is the Green function for L K for (EDP)
in the sense that the function 
Then u(x) of (4.9) is a solution of (EDP) with the null boundary condition on d@.
iii) Let Im/c^O, and /(#) be Holder continuous in Q and vanish outside a ball. Then u(x} of (4.9) is the unique solution of (EDP) with the null boundary condition.
is not the unique solution of (EDP), for u(x) does not always satisfy the radiation condition. 
= \ G(x, z, K)dz( R(z, y, K)f(y)dy. JB(R) JQ
By the same processes as (4.14) above we have
Here we shall briefly describe that g(z)=\ R(z, y,fc)f(y)dy satisfies j n a Holder condition at any point z 6 J2. Let B(R) be such that the sup-
port of !?(•, j, K)CB(R)-
First we set
R(z, y, to jD^r
Then obviously
Next we set
g2(z}=\^B R R(z, y, ic\
By the mean-value theorem we have 
-( K(x, z, K)dz ( R(z, y, K)f(y)dy J B(R} JQ
Here we have freely interchanged the integration order, which is guaranteed by (4.14) and (4.15), and we have used viii) of theorem 2 in consideration of the Holder continuity of /(•) and \ jR(«, y, /c)/(j)c?j.
By the resolvent equation (3.10) the expression in { } of the last term of (4.17) vanishes, and thus we have L K u=f.
Finally we shall show the uniqueness of u(x) in the cases i) and iii). 
The Elgenfunctions and the Eigenfuelion Expansion
Associated with H for (EDP)
We consider the differential operator (1.1) for £ = 0, i.e.
Let the operator Z/ 03 defined on the set of functions satisfying the null boundary condition on d@ and belonging to CjJCS), be denoted by L Q .
Then we can see that L 0 can be extended uniquely to a selfadjoint opera- 
Thus we have
JB(R)
Using 
